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Faculty

• Medhane Amanuel, MHSA
– Assistant Administrator, Sutter Health

• Christian Balcer
- Healthcare Leader, Educator

Learning Objectives
• Learning Objective 1: Create a toolbox of strategies, 

practical tips, and best practices for navigating novel 
managerial situations.

• Learning Objective 2: Identify key themes of leading 
people for the first time and develop a framework for 

assessing one’s own leadership effectiveness.
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Agenda

• Management Scenarios & Discussion

• In-Depth: Key Leadership Themes

• Understanding/Evaluating Your 
Leadership Effectiveness

Key Leadership Themes

• Expectations & Boundaries

• Empathy

• Presence

• Managing Up

• Personal Accountability
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Management Scenarios

Scenario #1
• The manager is assigned to lead an additional department (Patient Transport), resulting 

in 35 new staff members. It was recently a part of the Radiology Department and has 
never been given the time and attention it deserves. Some of the transport employees 
know who the manager is, but everyone is apprehensive about the change due to the 
manager's reputation.

• The department itself has a poor reputation, has had little-to-no accountability for a long 
time and there is a toxic culture among the staff. Additionally, the manager position has 
historically been a revolving door.
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Questions for Discussion

• What information sticks out to you in this 
scenario?

• What action steps would you consider 
taking as the Manager?

Scenario #1 – Actions Taken
• Complete evaluation of the department

• Tracking, posting of performance metrics

• Changes made to scheduling process

• Utilized disciplinary process to hold individuals accountable

• Terminated poor performers
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Scenario #1 – Mistakes Made
• Did not anticipate the level of gossip and drama within department; relationships run 

deep

• Told people how to improve; didn't show them

• Failed to consistently articulate the "why" behind changes

• Took too long to get to know people in new department

• Boss was aware of changes, but not fully in the loop

Scenario #1 – Lessons Learned
• Failure to keep boss fully informed came back to bite me later (Managing Up)

• Spend the time up front getting to know your people (Empathy)

• Your reputation walks into a room long before you do (Personal Accountability)

• Give people every opportunity to succeed in their position by providing clarity 
(Expectations & Boundaries; Presence)

• Learn the job that your people are being asked to do (Presence; Empathy; Personal 
Accountability)
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Scenario #2
• A lead nurse consistently fails to meet the standards of providing training, maintaining 

operational standards, and fails to provide meaningful support to associates. During a 
leadership check, there were incomplete days found in the logs, calibration dates not 
entered at the start of each month, and a temperature gage out of calibration for more 
than a year. Furthermore, team members stated she could use training on how to 
communicate.

• When asked for an example, team members stated that the manner in which she speaks 
to people can be condescending and rude. She responds in a loud and rude manner 
and she is often unprofessional and inappropriate in her behavior when asked to help.

Questions for Discussion

• What information sticks out to you in this 
scenario?

• What action steps would you consider 
taking as the Manager?
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Scenario #2 – Actions Taken
• Informed boss of situation

• Had a 1:1 with employee to discuss and outline expectations

• Issued a corrective action after additional expired products found

• Solicited feedback from team members about behavior and support

• Placed the employee on a 30-day Performance Improvement Plan

• Employee terminated after consistently failing to meet expectations

Scenario #2 – Mistakes Made
• Didn’t ask team members for feedback about RN performance

• Waited too long to raise concerns regarding RN’s work performance to boss

• Was too lenient and didn’t hold employee accountable in the early stages
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Scenario #2 – Lessons Learned
• Have an open 1-on-1 regarding roles & responsibilities. Clearly outline the expectations 

and offer support early on. (Expectations & Boundaries)

• Have that difficult conversation pertaining to employee's inappropriate behavior and 
assign training on communication (Expectations & Boundaries; Personal Accountability)

• Keep your boss in the loop in the beginning stages and seek advice on how to proceed 
forward accordingly (Managing Up)

Key Leadership Themes

• Expectations & Boundaries

• Empathy

• Presence

• Managing Up

• Personal Accountability
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Key Leadership Themes

Expectations & Boundaries
– Create structure & order; allow 

"freedom in the middle"

– Always lead with clarity.
• Without it, accountability is impossible.

– Be a coach, not a hero.
• You cannot solve every problem all at 

once.

"A boundary is a structure 
that determines what will 
exist and what will not."

"As a leader, you always get 
what you create and what 

you allow."

Dr. Henry Cloud
Boundaries for Leaders

Key Leadership Themes
Importance of Empathy
• Do you know what your employees are carrying with them to work every day?

• Listen just to listen. Connect with people.

• Many staff members work 2-3 jobs, 6-7 days a week, and live paycheck to 
paycheck. Could you fire someone like that?

"Relationships are primary, all else is derivative."
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Key Leadership Themes
Presence Matters
• Visibility goes a long way toward earning "goodwill capital"

• Showing up shows you care

• Influence behavior & set a good example

Key Leadership Themes
Managing Up
• Nurture the right relationship with your boss

• Know your boss’s work style

• Talk about solutions, not problems
– Be proactive by looking for issues as they develop and then 

propose actionable solutions
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Key Leadership Themes
Personal Accountability
• The metaphorical "mirror" is the first place you 

should look in any situation

• Are you willing to answer for your own 
choices and decisions?

• Leadership is a privilege AND a burden. Can 
you accept the responsibility that comes with 
the BOTH, but more specifically the latter?

"The grass is always 
greener where you 

water it."

Your Leadership Effectiveness

Emotional Intelligence

• Self-Awareness: What do I know about me?

• Behavior Style & Patterns: How do I think & behave?
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Emotional Intelligence

“…the ability to recognize, understand, manage, 
and reason with emotions.”

Self-Awareness

Effective Leadership = fx(Self-Awareness)(Self-Management)

Internal Facing

- What are my core values? What is 
my purpose statement?

- What are my strengths, weaknesses 
& opportunities?

- What are my personality tendencies?

External Facing

- What is the effect of me, on others?
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Self-Awareness

Helpful Activities:
–Personal retreat

–Regular journaling

–Engage colleagues for feedback
• Ex: Johari Window exercise

–Take an assessment (ex: Strengthsfinder, 
DiSC®, MBTI®)

Behavior Style & Patterns
Performance = fx(Technical Knowledge)(Behavior)

• Event + Response = Outcome

• Behavioral Intelligence
– Every behavior has a driver.

– What thinking, mental patterns, and habits are driving my own?

• Cognitive Triangle: Thinking, Emotions, Behavior

“When people see you constantly in a certain behavior, they form a cognitive disposition to 
always see you in that way, whether you display that behavior or not.”

“When we can go inside ourselves and align our core values with our behavior strengths, we 
create a higher-level thinking that propels our performance.”

Michael Frisina, PhD.
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Behavior Style & Patterns

Helpful Activities:
– Take a behavioral assessment (ex: Profiles Performance Indicator® )

– Read the literature

– Hire a coach

– Seek regular feedback from colleagues & mentors

– Spend time observing the behavior of others

Leadership: A Taste of What’s to Come
• Interviewing, Hiring, Firing

• Crucial Conversations and Conflict Management

• Performance Improvement; Employee Discipline AND Recognition

• Unethical or Inappropriate Behavior

• Late Nights, Early Mornings, Weekends, Holidays

• Scheduling, Training, Mandatory Education, Expense Management (Labor), Quality, 
Staff Retention, Workplace Complaints, Adverse Events
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Leadership: A Taste of What’s to Come
Not included in the job description:

• Celebrating performance achievements, work anniversaries, birthdays, etc.

• Assisting with an application for food stamps

• Addressing social injustice & racial conflict

• Showing flexibility so staff members can complete certifications required for higher 
level jobs

• "Reply All" emails going to the Hospital President

• Surprise rewards when people go above & beyond

Final Thoughts
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Faculty
Medhane Amanuel, MHSA, serves as an Assistant Administrator at Sutter Santa Rosa Regional 
Hospital within Sutter Health. He is responsible for Ancillary and Support Services departments, 
including Diagnostic Imaging, Engineering, Environmental Services, Laboratory, Nutrition 
Services, Pharmacy, Rehabilitation Services and Security. He is part of the hospital executive 
team where he participates in critical decision making for overall hospital operations with CEO, 
CME and CNE.

Medhane previously served as the Director of Hospital Services at Advocate Condell Medical 
Center within Advocate Aurora Health. Prior to this role, he served as Manager of Operations 
and Strategy at Advocate Medical Group in the South Chicagoland PSA.

Prior to his role at Advocate Medical Group, Medhane worked as an Administrative Fellow at 
Advocate Christ Medical Center. He began his career as a Program Specialist for the DC 
Department of Health and served as system administrator for the DC Health Alert Network 
system. 

Medhane is an Ambassador for the National Association of Health Services Executives and a 
member of the American College of Health Care Executives. He earned his Master of Health 
Services Administration at the University of Michigan and his Bachelor of Science in Community 
Health at the University of Maryland at College Park. 

Contact Information:

- Email: Medhane.Amanuel@sutterhealth.org

- LinkedIn: https://www.linkedin.com/in/medhane-amanuel-mhsa-b46b508a/

Medhane Amanuel, MHSA

Faculty
Christian Balcer, MHSA, is a healthcare leader and educator, most recently serving as 
Regional Operations Director for DaVita Kidney Care in Seattle, WA. In this role, he directed 
all business and financial operations for 12 dialysis centers with a total P&L of $60M, 
including leading a team of 11 direct reports and more than 200 indirect teammates.

He is an Adjunct Professor at the Calvin University School of Business.

Balcer previously served as Manager, Telemedicine and Business Development, at Benefis
Health System in Great Falls, MT, where he led the REACH Telemedicine Network, a virtual 
care program covering more than 36,000 square miles of geography across north-central 
Montana. He also led business planning efforts across the system.

Balcer began his healthcare career as Administrative Fellow at Anne Arundel Medical 
Center in Annapolis, MD. He went on to serve as Manager, Nursing Operations, where he 
was responsible for the daily operations of the Central Staffing Office and Patient Transport 
Department.

He obtained his Master in Health Services Administration degree from the University of 
Michigan and his Bachelor of Arts in Business Operations from Calvin University. Outside of 
work, he is a hiking enthusiast, financial coach, and active member in his church.

Contact Information:

- Email: balcer.christian@gmail.com

- LinkedIn: https://www.linkedin.com/in/christianbalcer/

Christian Balcer, MHSA
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